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ANTstripz - the Professional Standard
ANTstripz are the new standard for professionally 
applying ant gel baits in domestic, commercial, 
hospitality, government and school situations.

ANTstripz are a patented professional polymer 
platform onto which ant gel baits are applied.  
They incorporate a technology that allows them 
to be attached to �at smooth surfaces without 
tearing or leaving any residues when removed.

Suction Technology
The �rst thing you will notice is that they don’t 
use glue to make ANTstripz adhere to surfaces.  If 
glue was used this would make ANTstripz 
permanent and di�cult to remove/cleanup.

ANTstripz innovative technology uses hundreds 
of miniature suction caps.  In this way the 
product is easily removed without leaving any 
stains or residues - EVER!

This makes ANTstripz quick, simple and easy to 
apply (and remove) every time an ant gel bait is 
used.

Tough Construction 
ANTstripz are made from a polymer (plastic) 
material. They won’t tear, stain or leave any visible 
residues - EVER!  This means you can use 
ANTstripz with con�dence knowing that they 
won’t damage the surface they are applied to.

Quick Identi�cation
ANTstripz allow quick visual location and 
identi�cation of where gel baits have been 
applied by the easily recognised bright yellow 
platform.  

This means that repeat visits will allow quick 
identi�cation of treatments.

Prevention of Moisture Loss
The polymer construction of the ANTstripz 
platform reduces moisture loss from gel baits 
into the treated surface - they create a moisture 
loss barrier between the gel and the attached 
surface.  This enhances bait attractiveness and 
longevity.

Bait Consumption Monitor 
ANTstripz provide an accurate platform from 
which to monitor bait consumption.  Either the 
consumer or the pest controller can monitor 
consumption of bait accurately from the 
platform.  This means bait can quickly and 
e�ectively be replaced (as a charged service call) 
as it is consumed by insect pests.

Ready Reckoner  
Located on ANTstripz is a 5 cm to 7.5 cm guide to 
bait size application.

Current bait gels on the market give bait 
measurement indications for optimal treatment.

This helps you to not over apply treatments 
saving you money every time you use them.

Pest Treatment in Progress   
ANTstripz are a visual identi�cation to customers 
that an insect gel baiting treatment is in progress.  

The ANTstripz platform is a signal to customers 
that the gel is in fact deliberate and not some 
inadvertent kitchen or food waste.

Bait Retaining Well  
ANTstripz have an ‘embossed’ bait well around 
the ready reckoner guide.  This facilitates the 
holding of gel baits that may have some liquid 
content in the gel structure.  Note:  This well is not 
intended to be used for liquid baits.

How Are They Packaged?
ANTstripz come in handy packs with 120 
platforms ready to go when you are!
 

Better Performance. Better Value.

Stripz is a registered trademark of 
Sundew Solutions Pty Ltd and 

GRV Print Pty Ltd.
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